Cedar Point Wind Power Project
remediation and construction update
Thank you for joining us on June 16 for the Community Liaison Committee meeting
and to those of you who shared your questions and concerns. We have been working
hard to mitigate the impact of the woodlot incursion and prevent it from happening
again.
We have since reviewed all construction plans, identified any potential risk areas and
surveyed all boundaries with significant features. To improve our reporting systems
and internal processes, including complaint responsiveness and communications, we
are incorporating lessons learned and using best practices in incident response from
other areas of our business.
Suncor has discussed the incident and conducted an internal audit with our prime
contractor and as a result, a number of preventative measures will be implemented.
These include clarifying our internal review, approval, investigation and reporting
processes, as well as completing detailed reviews of all construction plans for future
environmental and design considerations, including field level reviews. We will also
conduct additional survey work and will be allocating greater resources to future
projects during critical phases of development and execution.
We are continuing to work with the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change
officials and await the findings of their investigation into this incident.
Remediation plan
The Conservation Authority has approved a remediation plan which will be made
available on our website. Immediate remediation measures will begin the week of July
6 and consist of:





Large log and thick mulch removal
Re-cutting where appropriate to encourage regrowth
Repair or replace silt fencing
General site cleaning

An environmental monitor will be onsite at all times during this work. Initial cleanup is
expected to be completed within one week of initiating work. Replanting activities are
scheduled for fall 2015.
We apologize for this unacceptable mistake. We are committed to being a good
neighbour and working to resolving issues quickly.
suncor.com/cedarpointwind
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Construction update
Despite the unexpected heavy rain conditions all access roads and foundation
excavations have been completed. Collection system installation and completion of the
substation and transmission line continues. As seen below, turbine delivery and
turbine erection is underway.

Community Liaison Committee updates
During the last Cedar Point CLC meeting, people raised concerns about speeding
contractor vehicles. In response, we are now conducting regular speed checks using a
radar gun and some workers have already been dismissed from the project as a result
of this change. The prime contractor, Amec, has committed to marking their
construction vehicles to increase visibility and senior leaders have discussed
contractor behaviour and incident response. Poor behaviour that does not reflect
Suncor’s safety and community standards will not be tolerated.
Highlighting construction activities that carry environmental concerns or archeological
restrictions is now a standing agenda items at morning construction site meetings.
Your feedback is important to us. Should you have any further questions or concerns,
please email us at cedarpoint@suncor.com or phone 1-866-344-0178.
Please join us at our next CLC meeting, tentatively scheduled for the week of
September 21, 2015.
suncor.com/cedarpointwind

